
VISUAL ARTS POLICY 
HOLY TRINITY N.S  
 
Introduction 
This plan was drafted by the teaching staff of Holy Trinity NS during the school 
year 2001– 2002 following in-service and planning day in our school.  
 
Rationale: 
This policy was formulated to: 

 Provide for creative and aesthetic experiences through exploring, 
investigating, inventing, designing and making in a range of media. 

 To enable the child to make the connections between the imaginative life 
and the world and to organise and to express ideas, feelings and 
experiences in visual tangible form. 

 To conform to principles of learning outlined in the Primary School 
Curriculum. 

 To promote observation and ways of seeing to help the child to acquire 
sensitivity to the visual, spatial and tactile world. 

 To channel the child’s natural curiosity for educational ends and to 
facilitate learning in all areas of the curriculum. 

 
Vision 
We seek to assist the children in Holy Trinity in achieving their potential where 
children are happy and confident to experiment and try things and the teacher is 
confident enough to let them. We wish to enable the children to have enjoyable 
and purposeful experiences of different art media and to have opportunities to 
explore, invent and communicate with different art materials. 
 
Aims 
We aim to: 

 Provide for creative and aesthetic experiences through exploring, 
investigating, inventing, designing and making in a range of media. 

 To enable the child to make the connections between the imaginative life 
and the world and to organise and to express ideas, feelings and 
experiences in visual tangible form. 

 To conform to principles of learning outlined in the Primary School 
Curriculum. 

 To promote observation and ways of seeing to help the child to acquire 
sensitivity to the visual, spatial and tactile world. 

 To channel the child’s natural curiosity for educational ends and to 
facilitate learning in all areas of the curriculum. 

 

Curriculum content 

Each class will study elements of the six strands of the Visual Arts curriculum.  
Strands  

Drawing 
Paint and colour 
Print 
Clay 
Construction 
Fabric and Fibre 



 

Content  
Strand: Drawing 

The child in Infants should be enabled to discover that a line has a variety of 

qualities-can make shapes, can create movement, can represent figures and 

objects. The child will become aware of shape, form, colour, tone, texture, 

pattern, rhythm and space. The child will explore drawing with a variety of tools, 

materials and surfaces’ e.g. making squiggles, curves, shapes etc. using 

charcoal, crayon, pastels etc. They will be encouraged to make drawings based 

on their own experiences and observations e.g. my family, my friends house, a 

leaf, insect etc. The child will be enabled to make drawings based on his 

imagination e.g. listen to a story/nursery rhyme and draw an object/place from 

the story. The class will be given the opportunity to look at and respond to their 

own work, work of others in the class and to look at the work of artists. 

 

In the Junior Room the child will be enabled to experiment with marks, lines, 

shapes, textures, patterns and tones using pencils, pens, pastels and charcoal 

(explore foggy/misty effects) drawing inks etc. The child will be enabled to make 

drawings based on own experiences e.g. my birthday, design a birthday cake. 

Drawings can be made based on their own observations e.g. fruit, and 

imagination e.g. responding to a poem or a story, design a costume for a 

character. 

 

In the Middle Room exploring and experimenting with drawing tools is 

developed further and the child is enabled to make more detailed drawings 

based on own experiences e.g. portrait of a friend, my bedroom, own 

observations e.g. detailed drawing of front of house and imagination e.g. invent 

a new cartoon figure. Looking at and responding to drawings is encouraged. 

Opportunities to discuss how action is suggested, what was intended, what 

he/she feels about the drawings etc. will all be afforded. 

 

In the Senior Room the child will be enabled to develop increasing sensitivity 

and precision, linear and aerial perspective, discover how line could convey 

movement and rhythm, make drawings based on themes reflecting broadening 

interests. Again drawings will be based on experiences e.g. chalk/pastel 

pictures about a school trip, observations e.g. drawing a classmate and 

imagination e.g. design your fantasy bedroom. 

 
Strand: Paint and colour 

The child in Infants should be enabled to experiment with a variety of colour 

drawing instruments, to experiment with colour, to use colour to depict 

experiences, emotions e.g. really happy, to record observations e.g. rainbow, to 

represent their imagination-paint character from story. 

The child should be encouraged to discover colour, pattern and rhythm in 

colourful objects e.g. flowers, leaves, wallpaper, fabric etc. 

In looking and responding the child should be enabled to look at and talk about 

his/her work and the work of others, to describe what is happening - colours in 

the picture etc. 

In the Junior Room the children are enabled to explore colour with a variety of 

materials and media, should be more purposeful about mixing colours, and 



experiment with the primary colours to produce secondary colours. They should 

be encouraged to use paint and colour depicting their own experiences e.g. 

snowstorm, green field; own observations e.g. frog in the pond, various tones of 

green; own imaginations e.g. paint picture from story, what happens next in 

story/poem. 

The child should be encouraged to notice colour in their environment. 

The child should be enabled to look at and talk about his/her own work, the work 

of other children and the work of artists; to notice pattern and colour textures 

etc. 

 

In the Middle Room class experimentation with materials and media is further 

developed including an awareness of warm and cool colours; the colour wheel 

is explored; colour-mixing games played. 

The child is enabled to make paintings depicting own experiences e.g. bonfire 

night; observations e.g. fireworks display, still life with tones of one colour: 

imagination e.g. what will our school be like in 2050, friendly aliens. 

The child is enabled to explore the relationship between how things feel and 

how they look. 

The child is enabled and encouraged to look at and respond to their own work 

as well as the work of others. 

 

In the Senior Room further experimentation and exploration of paint and colour 

materials is encouraged e.g. use of collage, print etc, colour mixing, pointillism, 

use of perspective. 

Paint and colour is used to depict the child’s experiences e.g. seascape, 

goalie-penalty to be taken; observations e.g. self-portrait, still life; own 

imagination e.g. futuristic vehicle. 

In looking at and responding to work in paint and colour the child will be 

enabled/encouraged to discuss what is happening, what the artist is trying to 

express, how he or she feels about the picture. Use of the internet, CD-ROM 

and encyclopaedia will be used to access information on famous artists and 

their work. 

 
Strand: Fabric and fibre 

Fabric and fibre are natural media for design and expression. Attention will be 

drawn to their uses in everyday life and to the richness variety and colour of 

different fabrics and fibre they encounter at home and at school. 

 

1. Explore and experiment with a variety of fabric and fibre. 

Each class will be given opportunities to examine different fabrics, examine 

patterns, and draw attention to colours of clothes. Talk about tradition of 

fishermen’s jumpers, Scots plaids, shawls etc. Look at ties, scarves; see 

patterns-have a book from a curtain shop and display board with a variety of 

fabric and fibre. 

 

In the Junior Room  the children will explore the make up of fabric. E.g. Hessian. 

Explore, feel, and talk, small holes, fringe, stretch, pull. 

 

In the Middle Room; matching and sorting, deconstructing fabric and fibre, 

joining methods, pinning, stitching, gluing, explore stitchery, simple paper 



 

weaving. 

 

In the Middle Room the class investigate Hessian, netting, lace curtains, 

deconstruction, studying clothes from different cultures. 

 

In the Senior Room; children examine touch and explore flags, banners, 

christening communion robes, church vestments, Irish dancing costumes, 

baskets rugs, batik, display of tie dye and from home-scarves t-shirts, murals. 

 

2. Changing the surface of fabrics. 

Children can apply design ideas to change the surface of a piece of fabric in 

ways that include stitching, collage, appliqué, tie-dying, batik, fabric painting 

and printing. 

 

In; cut up fabrics and make collage, make wax patterns, first crayon and then 

paint over, simple tie-dye, start with elastic bands. 

 

In the Junior Room; under/over weave patterns, knotting, twisting, plaiting, 

cutting, fraying, dip into glue and stick onto boxes. 

 

In the Middle Room; inventive stitchery. Introduction of simple stitches, tie 

dying, collage, painting fabric, printing on fabric and fabric transfer (special 

paint). 

 

In the Senior Room; tie-dye, batik, (candle flour) and appliqué (a stitched 

collage). 

 

3. Creating new fabrics. 

 

In the Junior Room; paper weaving, fruit bags, wool weaving with lollipop sticks. 

 

In the Middle Room; paper wool weaving, introduction to cardboard loom, 

introduction to knitting-plain stitches, introduction to crochet. 

 

In the Senior Room; knitting-purl and more complicated stitches, make scarves, 

bags, simple dolls.  

 

4. Constructing with Fabric and Fibre. 

Junior Room 

 Cover a book, a box, a card with fabric. 

 Design a simple costume from dressing up box - for Christmas plays 

or drama class. 

Middle Room 

 Simple finger puppets. 

 Sock puppets. 

 Simple pom pom doll or animal. 

Senior Room 

 Make objects with socks, tubes - stuffed with paper/fabric. Stitch on 

beads, buttons, shells, straws, sequins. 



 

 Knotting and plaiting activities. 

 Simple jewellery. 

 Stocking face, wooden spoon puppet dolls. 

 Make 3 dimensional forms - pleat, plaid, gather, fold, pin, sellotape. 

 Weave a small piece. 

 

5. Using Fabric and Fibre to represent children’s own experiences and 

imagination. 

Junior Room 

 Make a fabric and fibre collage - use cardboard as backing. 

 Patchwork piece. 

 Giant mural with everybody contributing.(Infants will need lots of help) 

Middle Room 

 Stuffed toys. 

 Soft toys. 

 Puppets, aliens, use of gloves, mittens, socks. 

 Jungle web in corner of room with creatures. E.g. spiders web with 

big spiders. 

 Use of puppets when putting on puppet shows in drama classes. 

Senior Room 

 Appliqué banners cushion covers. 

 Wall hangings. 

 Jeans, shirts, murals - maybe a fashion parade. 

 Knit or crochet ties, scarves, dolls, puppets. 

 Designing and making fashion items. 

 

6. Looking and responding. 

 

From Infants to 6th class a discussion can be had on children’s own creations 

and on other children’s’ work. Discuss tradition of weaving, basket making, 

shawl wearing, embroidery, lace making and tapestry. 

 

 Museum at Turlough - maybe a visit there. 

 Magazines - interior designing. 

 Irish designers - Philip Treacy’s hats, Lainey Keogh. 

 Current fashion - especially with older children - designer labels. 
 
Strand: Construction 

Children love to experiment with objects and materials. They love to put things 

together and to take them apart - they enjoy the construction possibilities of 

objects. Children develop spatial awareness through imaginative play and 

through handling construction materials. This provides opportunities for 

developing ideas about structure and space and for organizing planning and 

making various objects. The children should be enabled to: 

 

1. Explore and Experiment with construction materials. 

 

IJunior Room 

Free play with blocks, bricks, Lego, Duplo, Polydrons, mobiles and any form of 

modern construction toys in school; e.g. stickle bricks, gears and wheels, stick 



 

cubes, k’nex etc. 

 

 Free play with jigsaws 

 Make a jigsaw 

 Different fabric/materials. 

 Simple pencil holders 

  

Middle Room 

 Pop-up cards. 

 Mobiles. 

 Lollipop-stick construction. 

 Model of town/streetscape. 

  

Senior Room 

 Deconstructed boxes 

 Group montage piece 

 

  

3. Making imaginative structures to represent children’s’ experiences, 

observations and imagination. 

Junior Room 

 Playdoh figures and boxes, bowls, houses etc. 

 Food - favourite dinner for example. 

 Items of interest to themselves - let them choose - e.g. rockets, space 
models  

Middle Room 

 Carnival. 

 Fantasy objects. 

 Themes - St Patrick’s Day, Halloween. 

 Papiér Maché - masks, stage set 

 Montage. 

Senior Room 

 Papiér maché animals - scary monsters, robots, friendly creatures. 

 

4. Work in 2D construction. 

Junior Room 

 Collage 

 Montage 

 Simple mosaic designs. 

Middle Room 

 Mosaic - tiles and pictures. 

Senior Room 

 Collage - portrait. 

 Group montage - theme based. 

 

5. Looking and responding. 

Junior Room 

 Look at classroom, toy farms, dolls house, trees, birds’ nests, bird 

table, plants and flowers. 

 



 

 Observe school grounds, church grounds, shops, tunnels and 

burrowing creatures. 

 

Middle Room 

 Observe towers, bridges, skyscrapers, honeycombs, beehives. 

 Public areas - sculptures around Westport - what do they represent? 

  

Senior Room 

 Photos, pictures, leaves, trees, shells, churches etc. 

 Bridges of the World. 

 Leaning Tower of Pisa. 

 The Pyramids. 

 

(Draw from observation first) 

 

Look at and respond to own work, work of others, work of artists and crafts 

people. 
 
Strand: Print 

The pupils in our school will be given the opportunity to: 

 

Experiment with printing tools and materials. 

 Printing with items found in own environment, on nature walks. 

 Printing with paint, ink, various shapes, colours, flour, sponges, stencils, 

cotton buds, fabrics, tiles. 

 

Explore a variety of print-making techniques. 

 Rubbings, sponge painting, making printing blocks, wax resist pictures, 

exploding designs, stencilling, printing on fabric, glass, tiles, and lino. 

 Mono printing using paint, paint mixed with flour, relief printing, 

overlapping prints. 

 Printing using objects; e.g. potato, 3D shapes, clay objects. 

 Marbling using coloured inks. 

 Silk screen printing or tie-dying in senior classes. 

 

Use print to represent children’s own experiences, observations and 

imagination. 

 Making rubbings using items found by the children. 

 Design their own wrapping paper/cards/logo using a range of print 

techniques. 

 Create prints to make a scene e.g. clouds, water, grass etc. 

 Print a class newsletter, design posters, decorate books. 

 Design a picture using printing techniques to represent a story. 

 Use printing to focus on shape, texture and pattern. 

 

Look at and respond to print in everyday use, in the environment and works of 

art. 

 Talk about own printing work and others printing work. 

 Discuss magazines, wallpaper prints and artists who print. 

 Look at the history of printing and the work of artists who print. 



  

 

 Look at some prints by artists and designers work. 

 Design and print own pictures using the computer. 

 

Strand:Clay 

In our school the pupils will be given the opportunity to: 

 

Experiment with clay and clay tools. 

 Feeling, pinching, twisting, rolling and squeezing clay. 

 Making a variety of shapes with clay e.g. flat, round, curved etc.  

 Using plastic tools such as knives, forks to make designs. 

 Join clay using ‘slip’. 
 

Explore pottery techniques. 

 Change the shape of the clay when water is added. 

 Pinch and coil methods of making pots. 

 Joining methods such as ‘slip’ ‘socket’ etc. 

 Making individual pieces or larger group work. 

 

Use clay as a medium for representing children’s experiences observations and 

imagination. 

 Make their own models of imaginary creatures, houses, characters, 

small animals, scenes etc. 

 Marking and scraping designs on their clay models.  

 Making jewellery, beads, and tiles of their own design. 

 Make clay objects to link with other curriculum areas e.g. volcanoes. 

 Exploring other materials to develop the concept of form. 

 Using play-dough, plasticene, Papiér maché to make objects. 

 Painting and varnishing their clay objects. 

 

Look and respond to work in clay/other materials. 

 Talk about and discuss their clay work and others clay work. 

 Look at, feel and display various clay products. 

 Discuss pottery, potters, ceramics, and sculptors. 

 Look at pottery from around the world. 
 
Approaches and Methodologies  
When planning lessons 

 Teachers should choose a range of activities for all strands for each 
class. 

 Teachers should ensure that there is a balance between 2-D and 3-D 
strands and between making and doing and looking and responding to 
art. 

 Teachers should provide opportunities for children 
1. to look and respond to their own art and the art of their peers. 
2. To look and respond to art works and to make connections 

between what they observe in their own work. 
3. To look and respond to their natural and living environment. 



  

 

 Teachers should structure the programme so that the subject matter for 
art stems from the children’s life experiences, from their imagination and 
from observations. 

 Teachers should ensure that children have a choice of materials they 
may select for their own use in making art. 

 Teachers should provide opportunities for children to develop sensitivity. 
Informally and in context, the teacher and pupils will explore the elements of the 
Visual Arts programme: 

- Line. 
- Shape. 
- Form. 
- Pattern and rhythm. 
- Colour and tone. 
- Texture and spatial organisation. 

Children should experience a variety of approaches, e.g. receive a stimulus and 
then create, experiment, discover, engage in class work, individual, pairs, 
groups, and projects. 
In each class, time should be spent on stimulus, activity and evaluation. 
Following the stimulus for the lesson, pupils may be allowed to select a medium, 
through which to represent their personal interpretation of the stimulus, e.g. 
paint/construct/draw. 
Following the activity, pupils should be allowed to personalise their 
interpretation. 

 

 Equality of participation and access  

In Holy Trinity school we will provide equal opportunity to each child to 

experience the visual arts curriculum regardless of learning, emotional and 

behavioural differences. Every child is given adequate time to complete their 

work. Mixed ability groups will be used for group projects.  

We will adapt materials and concepts to meet the individual needs of the child. 

 
 
Linkage and Integration 
In our school we will make every effort to integrate our teaching of Art with other 
subjects. Where possible we will work thematically across subject areas 
especially SESE .Wherever possible we integrate Art with other subjects for 
example Art and History- Vikings.   

 
Assessment 

The pupils’ work in Visual Arts is assessed in several ways: 

 Self assessment by the pupils (where they are encouraged to assess in a 

positive, constructive manner). 

 Observation by the teacher. 

 Peer approval of work. 

 All pupils have an Art folder in which they keep examples of their work 
produced during the year. The folder is taken home at the end of each 
school year. 

 Clay work and other 3D pieces of art will be sent home during the year 
once it has been displayed for a short time.  

 



  

 

 Organisational planning  

The recommended time for Visual Arts is one hour per week but this may be 

taken at the discretion of the individual teacher e.g. block timetabling, 

integrative timetabling and use of discrete time. 
Health and Safety: 

 Teachers are responsible for safety in their own areas and for the 
implementation of relevant safety procedures. 

 All employees and pupils are expected to employ the proper procedures 
when carrying out tasks and ensuring that no practices are used which 
may be a source of danger to themselves and/or others. 

 
Individual Teachers’ Planning and Reporting: 
The whole school plan for Visual Art provides the necessary information and 
guidance to individual teachers for their long and short term planning. Each 
teacher is expected to be aware of what is in the curriculum. Monthly progress 
reports are kept in a file in the Staff room. 

 
Staff Development: 
We will continue to share our individual skills and experience with other 
members of staff at all times throughout the year. We will attend courses which 
will help our art programme.  
 
 Display 

In Holy Trinity N.S we display the pupils’ work in the classrooms, hall and 

stairway. Each classroom displays seasonal work for Harvest, Christmas and 

Seachtain na Gaeilge. Occasionally work is displayed in the community as part 

of the Westport Arts Festival, Green schools project or in the Public Library 

(competition work). 

 
Assessment 

The pupils’ work in Visual Arts is assessed in several ways: 

 Self assessment by the pupils (where they are encouraged to assess in a 

positive, constructive manner). 

 Observation by the teacher. 

 Peer approval of work. 

 All pupils have an Art folder in which they keep examples of their work 
produced during the year. The folder is taken home at the end of each 
school year. 

 Clay work and other 3D pieces of art will be sent home during the year 
once it has been displayed for a short time.  

 
Sources and Resources 
All class teachers have access to a wide range of supplies. Paint, paper, card, 
clay, brushes, pastels, inks etc are available in the staff room. Shelves in the 
Staff room contain a wide variety of Art books available to all teachers.  
  
 Community Links 

To encourage links with the community we make use of the following: 

 Participation in art competitions e.g. Credit Union poster competition, 

MCC Christmas decoration competition.  



  

 

 Participation in workshops offered by Westport Arts Festival. 

 Visit the Museum of Country life in Turlough. 

 Invite parents with particular talents in Visual Arts to work with pupils .  
 
Review 

This policy will be reviewed formally in 6 years time and reviewed informally at 

the school`s discretion. 

Reviewed 2005 

Reviewed 2010 

Reviewed 2021 

 

 

______________________________   

next review 2023 

 

 

 


